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Introduction

Neurobiological research in the medical field, the regulation of psychotherapy and the vigorous quest for recognition of the profession of counselling are some of the many factors that may directly affect people’s well being. These factors on one hand offer new ways of changing our lives for the better, with less pain and open to hope, and on the other they are steps of a progress that may actually worsen the conflict of interest between the medical, psychological and helping professions.

The entire population would benefit from a strong collaboration between those professions and from a better appreciation of their respective areas of competence. The benefits could be financial too, as cooperation would improve the efficiency of the existing structures and the recuperation of the assets currently employed in power and competency struggles. The capital saved could then be used to distribute responsibilities and professional knowledge on the basis of their suitability and effectiveness for prevention, treatment and cure.

In this article I will be evaluating some basic assumptions that guide the medical field and the social sciences and that, when satisfied, improve the usefulness of therapeutic or preventive interventions, allowing the individual to access and function in a mutually supportive social network.

1. Empirical evidence in medicine and dissemination

Thanks to the empirical research it is possible to discover new ways of intervention and to improve those already existing. Many types of intervention believed to be useful and effective can be tested and evaluated through highly reliable methodological procedures; as a result of this close examination they can be declared not useful or even harmful in spite of their being widely used. An example coming from the medical field is the use of Hormonal Replacement Therapy (HRT) that had been a popular choice for the cure of post menopausal osteoporosis. After a careful scientific analysis this therapy turned out to be not only ineffective for preventing coronary disease (Manson et al., 2003), but was correlated also with a 26% increase in the risk of breast cancer (Chlebowski et al., 2003). Unfortunately the illuminating results of scientific research are often not adequately divulged and so the corrective interventions are not applied or are accepted only after many years. As an historical example, in an experiment carried out by a ship captain in 1601, sailors of one ship on a long trip to India were given three spoons of lemon juice daily in addition to the regular diet, and on the other three ships on the same trip the sailors had an identical diet but no lemon juice. During the first half of the journey, 40% of the sailors, 110 out of 278, died on the ships where the lemon was not given, while on the experimental ship, where the lemon was consumed, nobody died. Despite this astonishing result it took 264 years before it became compulsory to add vitamin C to the diet of sailors of the English merchant fleet (Berwick, 2003).
Today the implementation of changes suggested by research evidence is much faster, on average ranging from 15 to 17 years (Institute of Medicine, 2001). However there are instances that show a rapid circulation and recognition of the results of research; an example is the case of arthroscopic surgery, an operation for osteoarthritis and commonly practiced until a few years ago. The efficacy of this procedure was tested in the late nineties in a controlled experiment involving studying 2 experimental groups of patients who had an arthoscopic operation of either ‘shortening’ or ‘washing’, and 1 control group of patients who were led to believe they had had the surgery but hadn’t. The surprising results showed no significant difference between the conditions of patients of any of the groups, either immediately after the operation or later at follow up. As a consequence of this study the arthroscopic procedure was abandoned altogether (Moseley et al., 2002).

There are diverse factors influencing why information coming from results of scientific research is being used in practical application much more quickly today than in the past. Three prominent factors were presented by Barlow (2004), the foremost being the rapid growth of and depth of the understanding of the nature of much pathology, and the consequential adoption of new and more effective interventions. The second factor seems to be the substantial improvement in the quality of clinical research. In fact the external and internal validity of experiments is now stringently controlled; the introduction of analysis plans has allowed more advanced data analysis, and nowadays research is carried out in various environments so that the generalization of the results can be wider and the effects of the theoretical bias of the researchers becomes better controlled. The last factor influencing the dissemination of research is that worldwide there is a new awareness of the ineffectiveness of many health interventions, accompanied by the vertiginous increase of their costs, which together fuel the motivation to find new treatments of sound value.

2. Evidence-Based Medicine, EBM

The improved quality of the research on the effectiveness of treatments and its rapid circulation are also a derivative of the recent innovative approach to medicine defined as Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM). This approach in fact aims at using in clinical practice only those treatments that have been tested empirically.

One important purpose that underlines the spirit of EBM is articulated in its definition, as it does not only include the literal meaning of medicine based on empirical proof, but goes well beyond, especially if we take into consideration the intent that inspired it. David Sackett (Straus et al., 2005), one of the most important promoters of EBM, defines it as the integration of the doctor’s personal and clinical competences with the results of external clinical evidence obtained by systematic research (Sackett et al., 1996). Three aspects are fundamental to this definition:

a. clinical proficiency, understood as the accumulated experience, training and clinical skills of the doctor;

b. what the person being treated brings to the relationship with the practitioner: their own preoccupations, their expectations, their own individual desires or values;

c. external clinical evidence attained by research that employs scientific methodology (Sackett, 2003).

Hence EBM maintains that the research evidence in itself is not enough to determine the process of the cure of the patient but it is the full integration of the above three components in the clinical interventions that can improve the patient’s quality of life and the best clinical result. The practice of EBM begins with the encounter with the person who asks for the intervention; such encounter generates an evaluation of the effects of therapy, the usefulness of diagnostic tests, the prognosis and the etiology of the complaint. Hence the cure is determined by the complex process of accounting for and interpreting every single aspect that may take part in it.

3. Empirical evidence of effectiveness in the psychological field

In the psychological field important steps have been taken with the aim of identifying models of psychotherapy treatment that are scientifically proven, or EST (Experimentally Supported Therapies), to become the interventions of choice. Identifying such therapies has put many experts of psychological research on the defensive (Westen et al., 2004; Scilligo, 2004; see also Scilligo, 1994) for they maintain that such choices lack a wider vision and attempt to apply medical criteria to psychology without considering the substantial differences between them (Scilligo, 2004). Moreover, according to Sackett et al. (2003), EBM involves attention to empirical verification as well as the use of the doctor’s own human experience and openness to the person wishing to be cured, to understand them, welcome them and establish a strong collaboration.

The issue of the substantial difference between medical interventions and psychological ones will be discussed below, but I will now examine the research in the psychotherapy field and how data from such work struggles against economic pressures and the lack of a timely distribution.

One intervention aimed at distributing the results from empirical research on mental health is the allocation of funds for their diffusion to the public. In 2003 the Department of Health and Social Services in the United States granted 3.2 billion dollars to the SAMHSA (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration) to be used in the dissemination of...
information on physical and mental therapeutic interventions based on research; in the following 3 years, 8.5 billion dollars were allocated to 9 states for the same purpose. Here in Italy, perhaps we can see the recognition of private training institutions for psychotherapy as an instrument of diffusion of scientific knowledge in the sphere of psychological interventions.

However, it has emerged that these allocations of funds do not necessarily ensure an increase of information about the impact that psychological interventions can have on the public. For example, the results of a study carried out by Offson et al. (cited in Barlow, 2004) on the use of psychotherapy leave us perplexed. Analyzing the available therapies for depression, they found that between 1987 and 1997 a growing number of people turned to treatment. However the number of people using antidepressants grew from 37.3% to 74.5% while the number of those who used psychotherapy diminished from 71.1% to 60.2%. However, these percentages should be taken with due care as their definition of psychotherapy included all sorts of counselling, including drug counselling to encourage compliance.

Even more surprisingly, another statistic relative to the same period shows that the proportion of people suffering from depression who received psychotherapy from doctors grew from 68.9% to 87.3%, while the proportion of treatments carried out by psychologists fell from 29.8% to 19.1%. In addition, the number of psychotherapy sessions diminished notably. It is likely that this is partially due to a desire for immediate effects, which may be short lived, and not considering that the combined use of psychological and medical treatments together ensures longer term positive results and a lower risk of relapse (Barlow, 2004).

Below is a short synthesis demonstrating that psychological intervention is more effective in the long term than medical intervention.


The Journal of the American Medical Association and the New England Journal of Medicine are two publications well known for the rapid dissemination of innovative treatments based on sound empirical research. These two scientific journals publish psychological research evidence with the same stringent criteria of scientific rigor as it is found in the research of arthroscopic surgery. The analysis of evidence in these two prestigious journals shows that for a given disturbance, psychological interventions which use innovative procedures are more effective than current pharmacological or alternative therapy interventions. Several studies of stress-induced incontinence in women showed that psychological treatments were more successful when compared with medication or alternative therapies (Burgio et al., 1998; Goode et al., 2003). Another study on insomnia also shows the marked effectiveness of psychological treatment, compared with medical therapy or a placebo, either in terms of immediate effect or follow-up (Morin et al., 1999). A more recent study carried out in communities of Alzheimer’s disease sufferers, similarly shows an improvement of their depressive states and physical health; the intervention also had a positive effect in delaying institutionalization (Teri et al., 2003). Yet another research reports an improvement of psychological interventions compared to traditional medical and alternative treatments in those who show Gulf War Veterans’ Syndrome, a complaint with multiple symptoms and characterized by persistent pain, fatigue and cognitive impairment (Donta et al., 2003).

Considering more common psychological disturbances, a major study of the treatment of chronic depression has shown that psychological interventions and interventions using antidepressant medication are equally effective; moreover the combined use of both psychotherapy and medication gave results that were better than for each intervention alone (Keller et al., 2000). A study on panic by Barlow, Gorman, Shear & Woods (2000) showed that psychological therapy was as effective as drug-based interventions when recorded immediately after treatment and at follow up, but the psychological treatment had a longer lasting effect as it involved less frequent relapses. Yet another study, on the treatment of depression among marginalized young women, shows that the psychological intervention produced better results compared to the services offered by the community agencies and showed equal effectiveness compared to pharmacological treatment. For this research, medical treatment had a certain advantage over the psychological as the latter was received by the women with some resistance (Miranda et al., 2003); for this study there is no follow-up data available yet.

However it is important to note that each of these studies has a different complaint as focus: from depression to incontinence and panic, thus the psychological interventions were necessarily of diverse nature.

Over the last decade hundreds of studies have tested psychological interventions using the stringent criteria of scientific research (amongst others, Baskin et al., 2003; Westen & Morrison, 2001; Westen, Novotny, & Thompson-Brenner, 2004). Such criteria include advanced effect measurements, inclusion of the subjects with and without co-morbidity, often utilizing plans of analysis that involve testing different treatment centres, and careful control of the theoretical bias of the experimenters (Luborsky et al., 2002). These studies have also been reviewed, including meta-analysis, by the US National Institute for Mental Health and by the UK’s National Institute for Mental Health (Roth & Fonagy, 1996), by national associations (Chorpita et al., 2002) and by professional bodies such as the American Psychiatric Association. These studies concerning psychological and physical
disturbances in adults or in children, from fears to vascular disease and cancer, have been subjected to
critical review (for example, Barrett & Ollendick, 2003; Gatchel & Turk, 2002; Gatz et al., 1998; Kazdin & Weisz, 2003; Nathan & Gorman, 1998, 2002; Roth & Fonagy, 1996, 2004; Smith, Kendall, & Keefe, 2002). From all the collected evidence it often emerges that for any specific complaint it is possible to obtain highly positive results when their treatments include combined interventions.

A clear conclusion that can be safely drawn from this research is that psychotherapy of various theoretical approaches is effective when compared with any other treatment, including alternative psychological ones. In clinical practice, for major depression both drug therapy and psychotherapy produce similar effects and both are more effective than the placebo.

However for major depression most well planned treatments produce positive effects or the depressive condition disappears on its own, almost always to returns some time later (Judd, 1997). An effective treatment, whether medical or psychological, should eliminate the reappearance of depressive states. On the basis of the most recent research, psychotherapy produces long-lasting effects on its own, even when used for major depression (for example, Fava et al., 1998; Hollon & Beck, 2004; Hollon, Thase, & Markowitz, 2002; Paykel et al., 1999; Teasdale et al., 2000).

Barlow (2004) concludes the evaluation of these studies claiming that any analysis that aims at comparing results relative to different pathologies will not provide conclusions that make sense.

Also, most protocols used in the psychological treatments studied come from the laboratories of psychological sciences, more specifically the cognitive and behavioural sciences that are strongly linked to social psychology and interpersonal processes. Such protocols have been adapted to be used in clinical practice for psychological disturbances (Bourton, Mineka & Barlow, 2001).

Furthermore, the psychological interventions studied are a collection of psychotherapies based on different theoretical approaches, which are not static. In fact such approaches are becoming less and less distinguishable between each other as they have started to borrow sections of different theoretical justifications based on scientific verification of their efficacy. For example, one of the preferred treatments for drug and alcohol abuse based on empirical research derives partly from the non-directional Rogerian model of counselling (Burke, Arkowitz, & Mencola, 2003; Miller & Rollnick, 2002).

Finally, from recent analysis of treatments for mental health issues, it is clear that such issues are quite serious so the findings may not be applicable to milder disturbances (Stirman, DeRubeis, Crls Christoph, & Brody, 2003).

5. Towards which future?

Scientific evidence has led to the adoption of new interventions deriving from different theoretical psychological approaches; these are the community assertion treatments, community support interventions, motivational interviewing, parent education (with the aim of identifying disturbances in children), stress and pain management, and some with names that evoke a more deliberately psychotherapeutic aim, such as interpersonal systemic therapy, family therapy, cognitive-behavioural therapy, dialectic behavioural therapy. All these treatments are based on the establishment of the therapeutic alliance and on building a positive attitude towards change; they use counselling skills in order to support the suffering individual in learning to make a better use of his/her own resources. Barlow (2004) suggests that all these interventions should come under the generic name of “Psychological treatments”.

These new evidences bring to the fore the importance of the collaboration between the professionals, whether psychologists or not, who deliver the scientifically based interventions in the real and human world.

If the successes of these collaborations between practitioners of different orientations and competencies were widely and publicly known, perhaps we would see an increase in the use of psychological therapies as it is common knowledge that given the choice, the public prefers psychological interventions to medication (for example, Hazlett-Stevens et al., 2002; Hofmann et al., 1998; Mitchell et al., 1990; Wilson & Fairburn, 2002; Zoellner et al., 2003). Sometimes scientific research has seemed to encourage interventions that are heavily reliant in the use of techniques, as in the case of EST (Westen, et al. 2004). However, recent data shows that psychological treatments require clinical competency and a solid therapeutic relationship to increase their effectiveness, especially for serious psychopathologies (Klein et al., 2003; Norcross, 2002).

The outcome of the treatment depends on important variables such as the experience of the therapist (Huppert et al., 2001). Psychotherapists with longer experience are able to use tailored interventions to adapt to the different patients styles, with proven efficacy of the results (Beutler, Moleiro, & Talebi, 2002; Castonguay et al., 1996). For example, the experienced psychotherapists who had adopted less directive
communication with non motivated patients got better results than the psychotherapists who remained directive in their interventions (Beutler & Harwood, 2000), within the remit of the specific patient psychopathology.

In cases of mild disturbances, the competence of the psychotherapist found a good complement in the use of self-help books (Ehlers et al., 2003) and in the use of purpose-built computer programs (for example, Kenardy et al., 2003; Norcross et al., 2003).

In synthesis, Barlow (2004) maintains that there are three basic principles to evaluate the effectiveness of psychological treatments:

a. The appropriateness of the psychological intervention for the disturbance or the medical or psychological problem;

b. The necessity of accounting for the characteristics of the therapist and the patient in the treatment plan;

c. The evaluation of the treatments must take into account the specific situation within which treatment is carried out.

In his conclusions, Barlow (2004) makes recommendations on who should carry out the interventions for mental health. Scientific research offer rich and differentiated indications that show that the specialist who is best trained is the psychologist. Special consideration should be given to the clinical experience of those who provide psychological help, as it seems to imply clinical qualities which affect their effectiveness in ways not predicted by empirical research.

Barlow himself underlines the need to consider each specific context and the variables of the psychotherapist; it is important to consider in what measure the results of controlled clinical trials carried out in laboratories can be directly applicable to different, real environments. This is the same criticism made of experimentally validated therapies: as well as giving an important widening of the horizon, they risk imparting a restricted vision of problems that are humanly complex rather than technical issues.

The rich scientific research has shown that the factor of “clinical competency” of the therapist is not reducible to technical competence, but includes some very complex aspects of alliance, motivation and understanding of a variety of specific contexts and pathologies. Thus the need to consider how to measure and describe this interconnected complexity of factors that seem exquisitely human, perhaps not detectable by empirical research methods. Nevertheless, even in this view that recognizes the complexity of interventions on human problems, there is the risk of becoming experts of ‘nails’ because we hold a very good ‘hammer’, ignoring that people don’t live on nails, however useful they may be. It is not by chance that EBM gives importance to the dialogue between the practitioner and the patient, a dialogue that becomes the creative source to understand the nature of the intervention in its complexity.

The evaluation of the psychological interventions with the three conclusions of Barlow (2004) shows that issues of meaning appear on the edge of the world of scientifically proven interventions.

This is what I am going to look at, to show that the intervention, in human circumstances, needs a wider understanding which includes both the empirical verification and the subjective understandings of the person.

6. The Horizon of psychology in the western world

The enthusiasm for empirically validated interventions is a derivative of Anglo-American psychology, which seeks to emulate the approach and methodology of natural sciences and medicine in general, in the hope of achieving the same levels of success. Such a vision is usually referred to as naturalism (Taylor, 1989, Scillig, 2004). A basic tenet of naturalism is that human life is essentially one of the manifestations of nature, therefore to be studied and explained according to science. Science is a rigorous and objective discipline that mostly uses controlled experiments producing, as far as is possible, strictly objective descriptions of the human phenomena, independent from value judgements and neutral respect to them and to culture (Christopher, J.C., et al. 2000).

A key aspect of naturalism implies, using a famous quote from Max Weber, the “disenchantment from the world” or its secularization through objectification. In this view, the world is made of objects without meaning, in a causal relationship between them; often such a world is seen as the real and only world, even if the world of human encounters, shared intentions, moral struggles and quest for meaning continue to exist. One consequence of this objective vision of the world is a limitless subjectivity, in which values and meanings are seen as being constructed by the individual and projected onto the world.

Human identity lives inside each person and there is an infinite gap between individuals and the world, either natural or social. In this perspective people are seen as separate individuals, as discrete atoms of experience and action, linked in various ways to social groups competing against each other and trying to overcome the inevitable conflicts with others through negotiation and alliances.

In this type of world, freedom is conquered at the cost of alienation and emotional isolation, partly because such a world eliminates the possibility of deep sharing of values and lasting social bonds coming from human experience (Bellah et al, 1985; Cushman, 1990; Etzioni, 1996;
Epistemology and scientific research develop reliable methods that guarantee a completely objective knowledge of reality, without the contamination of subjective desires and evaluations. Random sampling and double blind trials are necessary to anchor the knowledge in the objectivity so as to be able to make accurate predictions that structure reality in preferred modes. It is a matter of having the world represented in the mind to coincide with the world that is objectively out there, which has determined properties, independent from the cultural practices and beliefs. Knowledge, in this vision, essentially means the correspondence between internal beliefs and external reality. The person is seen as a subject who knows, thanks to the method of questioning, for which the only certain knowledge is of their own self that can potentially be known. The self is an isolated spot, completely cut off from a world of rough objects (Taylor, 1995).

The subject-object ontology and its representational epistemology has become the cornerstone of the social sciences of the twentieth century and they permeate wide sections of modern culture and thought. Objectivism has become “the belief that an a-historical permanent matrix exists, to which we can refer, to determine the nature of rationality, knowledge, truth, reality, of the good and the right” (Bernstein, 1983, p.8 cited in Christopher et al., 2000). In this objective vision the scientist is a detached and neutral observer, able to uncover social and psychological universal truths that are a-historical and timeless.

7. **Objectivism is a problem for the social and psychological sciences**

A first difficulty encountered by objectivism applied to social and psychological sciences is that “objective” research, despite great efforts, is still a long way from achieving the levels of scientific rigour of the natural sciences. The aspiration to develop well constructed theories, able to predict and control, as with the natural sciences, remains a dream (Christopher et al., 2000). Even the most sophisticated knowledge, that describes various configurations of correlated variables, does not allow any instrumental control over events that comes close to what has been obtained in the physical, biological and engineering sciences. Faced with such a vast failure, many academics maintain that research on human sciences is using a methodology that does not suit them, or only approximately.

For example, Gergen (1982) claims that there is a fundamental difference between the phenomena which interest the natural scientist, and those studied by the social-behavioural scientist. There is no real justification for the immense effort being made to prove empirically the fundamental laws of human behaviour. It would seem that there are very few regularities in human behaviour that are not subjected to significant changes. Secondly, it could be argued that the efforts of the social sciences to emulate natural sciences are based on an un-real and distorted understanding of the natural sciences themselves. Post-positivist philosophers, such as Feyerabend (1978), Kuhn (1970), Laudan (1977; 1984), Shapere (1984), Kitcher (1993) and Suppe (1977) convincingly argue that the positivist philosophies of science, with their belief in objectivism, are unable to present and understand what actually happens in the process of the natural sciences. The revisionist thinkers today insist on the deeply interpretative and hermeneutic dimensions of sciences; according to them, observation is dependent on the theory and the confirmation or refusal of the theory can be seen as a convention influenced by values such as usefulness or parsimony. These changes in the philosophy of the natural sciences invite us to think that the social sciences are constructed on the basis of false assumptions. Thirdly, objectivism has led to a paradoxical and dangerous idealisation of method, actually an idolatry of method. The social sciences usually treat theorization as separate and subordinated to scientific method, used to obtain knowledge (Slife and Williams, 1995, Scilligo 2009). The theories and predictions of the scientific hypotheses, wherever they are coming from, are valid and acceptable only in as much as they are tested and validated by methods that have been devised independently from any theory.

However, the methods are in fact applied according to theoretical and philosophical beliefs concerning the nature of things and how we can know them. So, the method itself is a theory, a philosophy that is based on assumptions about the world and from such assumptions emerge important implications. Such assumptions ignore some factors and evaluations while others are accepted without any proof, and smuggled in by ‘philosopher’s magic’ and disguised as “scientific method” (Slife and Williams 1997). Finally the unrealistic and distorted position that objectivism proposes, paves the way to a thinking that is all or nothing, where the only alternative to objectivism remains relativism, a relativism that puts the thinker into a condition without a way out.

Examples of this relativism are found in constructivist and postmodern social theories, which completely abandon the concept of knowledge as representation and undermine any efforts to anchor understanding (Gergen, 1985, 1994; Rorty, 1979, 1982). For example, Gergen (1985) maintains that social constructionism goes beyond the traditional objective-subjective dualism, because psychological research ignores the notion that experience is the touchstone for objectivity. The so-called descriptions of one’s own experience would be nothing other than “linguistic constructions guided and formed by historically contingent conventions of discourse”. So truth can not be derived from the method; there is no right procedure to guarantee the objectivity of results and theories. Instead, social constructionism offers “accounts of success mainly linked to the ability of
the academic to invite, convince, stimulate and thrill spectators and not to criteria of veracity” (Gergen, 1985, p. 270).

8. Towards an integrated vision of the human situation

Notwithstanding the clear limits of a representational vision of objectivity in empirical research applied to human sciences, the current trend is to remain with scientific reductionism instead of finding ways that respond to the needs of a world that is in need of opening itself up to the subjective without the excesses of constructionism or constructivism. It is not hard to see that today the alienated person, detached from the world in which he/she lives, in reality is at the same time a moral and scientific idealization.

The modern self, without important links to the natural and social world, in fact connects with it through the central moral ideals of the modern world, such as freedom as autonomy of the self, individual responsibility, and the use of one’s own judgment to find one’s fulfilment within the self (Taylor, 1995). This self is well equipped with freedom and rationality to deal with its own structure and the world around, to change them both at will or resist pressure to conform and to pursue self-actualisation.

Representational philosophy is well suited to Western culture, where the ability to obtain freedom is at the cost of alienation, and where there is such an emphasis on possessing and controlling nature and the self, even at the expense of other types of social, moral and spiritual values. Even the aspiration to know an independent reality in science is well adapted to the anti-authoritarian and emancipatory moral vision of modern times (Richardson, 1989). Such a vision promotes and protects individual autonomy as a priority, tending to ignore other values and virtues such as the “redemptive power of suffering, the acceptance of one’s own destiny, and adhesion to tradition, self limitation and moderation” (Frank, 1973, p.7 cited in Christopher et al, 2000).

The search for certainty through representational epistemology and exaggerated individualism is also connected to modern urban life which leads to a weakening of state support and the dissolution of human bonds and shared obligations (Berger, 1977; Berger, 1979). Hence the illusion of an impregnable individualism and of an invincible knowledge. Dunne (1996) sees this self with its appearance of separateness and ability to manage nature as a disguise for a sense of failure and precariousness of the modern condition of people uprooted and emotionally isolated. For him, it is the result of Cartesian angst which requires the human being either to find an Archimedean point or to be unable to escape the dark forces of intellectual and moral chaos (Bernstein 1983, cited in Christopher et al, 2000). In other words, the application of the principles of clear separateness and independence of the subjective and objective world, as seen by the naturalistic philosophy, transforms the human agent into a subject that knows the world through a correct representation and aims at theorizing and controlling it by technology. According to many studies this produces an inordinate individualism, alienation, the dissolution of social bonds, an exaggerated preoccupation with possessing and controlling and the incapacity of tolerating healthy limits. The ontology of the subject-object, according to which the modern individual is detached and de-contextualised, guarantees some important values, such as personal autonomy, basic human rights, and a critical position towards tradition. But at the same time there is the risk of totally eliminating the notions of community, tradition and ethical values that go beyond the rights of the individual as well as the possibility of implementing procedures aimed at making absolutes of the ideals of liberty and technical control (Sandel, 1996).

Contemporary hermeneutics can open up an alternative landscape. It offers the promise of promoting a post-Newtonian understanding of the social sciences and psychology, without undermining the post positivistic orientation within the natural sciences; such opening of horizons sees knowledge as essentially interpretative and indicates the substantial differences in the explanations of the human sciences and the natural sciences. The hermeneutic conception does not exclude the use of abstraction and objectivization of the natural sciences. It is possible to stand back, through abstraction, from the meanings and the significant relationships of life and consider them, including human behaviour, as processes or neutral events, or structure them in terms of cause-effect, a dynamic momentarily detached and objectified. This neutral distancing and abstraction favours the development of a quantitative and fragmented cognitive style in the individual, commonly found in the business and industrial world. But in the social and psychological field when this cognitive style is made the only choice it leaves out the experiences and emotions that are spontaneous and contemplative and leads to the destruction of relatively cohesive communities where people have always found support, solidarity and meaning throughout history (Berger, 1977). The momentary objectified detachment should be reinterpreted within a wider interpretive framework.

Different factors intervening in the broadening of the horizon

Gadamer (1975) claims that precognition is the basis of any knowledge; knowledge is an interpretation always embedded in a lived tradition. According to this view, the effort to reach an objective knowledge, a-historical, free from values, is not only impossible but also flawed. Today a postmodern hermeneutic exists and shows that there are cultural values that penetrate it from every side, despite the efforts of psychology to be neutral and objective (Christopher, 1999; Christopher, Christopher & Dunnagan, 2000; Cirillo & Wapner, 1986; Cushman,
A second reason that knowledge can be objectified, if not parenthetically and in non-absolute terms, is due to our historical nature. The human subject is always placed within a particular horizon based on personal and cultural factors. From this viewpoint, Hermeneutics is not only a method to guide interpretation but is also a social ontology that explains how the human agent is necessarily embedded in a social and cultural context. Heidegger (1962), in conceiving the being in an interpretative activity, proposes an alternative ontology to that of the isolated and unconnected so central to the Newtonian and Cartesian conception. For Heidegger being-in-the-world is a vision of the person that is neither dualistic nor individualistic; human existence is a becoming (Heidegger, 1962, p.426); the lives of individuals have a temporal and narrative structure, a developing and extending from birth to death.

For hermeneutic thinkers the language of science applied to the study of human beings is relatively poor. In science human beings are studied from a distance (Stife & Williams, 1995) while the only imaginable human agent is born of the “logic of asking and responding” (Gadamer, 1975, p.333) within a space of questioning. This is a space for a critical dialectic of values and ways of acting in the context of other commitments and moral intuitions which are a part of the living-out of traditions by people in dialogue. Lives and traditions are in continual flux about religious and scientific contents, and even the defects and meanings of the Enlightenment tradition that permeates us are widely discussed.


This widening of horizons needs a hermeneutic dialogue that consists of a process in which meaning is given to significance, to interpretations, to the tasks of self and of others when they differ from our own. Genuine understanding will be found in the fusion of horizons.

The first step in hermeneutic dialogue is that of understanding what the people in the dialogue hope, mean and intend. It is a circular game between opening and application. The initial phase of opening (Gadamer, 1975) is based on the presupposition that nobody has an advantage in truth and that the other could have something important to communicate to us. Genuine openness implies giving the other momentary authority to challenge the beliefs and prejudices of the partner in dialogue (Warnke, 1987), in an effort to understand how the interlocutor can have their own belief and way of living with its own fullness of truth and meaning. The “fusion” happens when we are able to take a respectful position, open to the other, when we concede to the other the authority to put into discussion our own assumptions and deepest values. According to Gadamer (1975), this is the most authentic way to put ourselves in relation with others. A second phase of dialogue, application, implies critical testing of the intuitions and viewpoints that emerge from the opening, to see if they offer a better vision for the current situation and for the new circumstances and new challenges possible: what is learned is always modified by one’s own circumstances and historical situation, never blindly accepted.

There are risks in the use of openness and application. The main risk of openness is conservatism (Warnke, 1987), which implies blind obedience to authority and rationalization of the status quo. One remedy for such non authentic rationalization is a later application of the new discoveries to one’s own historical situation. The main risk of application is the opportunistic interpretation of the events and principles in a self-referential egotistical manner. The remedy for such arbitrary tendencies is again a later, often painful, opening to the challenges of others in which creative initiative and cognitive information continue their dance. Gadamer (1981) thinks that this continual process of challenge and response underlies not only the understanding of texts and other forms of discourse, but is also a factor of the game of tradition being played out.

In Gadamer’s view we are always engaged in a continuous dialogue between the meaningful and historical preconceptions in which we are immersed and the continual control of what is assumed in the light of what the texts and interlocutors have to say. The human being is placed in an everlasting dialogue, in which the voices of the past are critically heard to find the truth applicable to the present. In this way, the horizon and the questions we raise are constantly transformed through ongoing dialogue (Gadamer, 1981).

10. Psychology between objectivisation and interpretation

From what we have see above it clearly emerges that the social sciences, including psychology, cannot limit themselves to the methodology of detached observation, so central to the naturalistic traditions. The philosophical, humanistic and religious traditions of the West see the social sciences impregnated with assumptions about the nature of people, society and relations between people and society. Even underneath the concepts of good society and good person there are assumptions (Bellah, et al., 1985). The presence of normative assumptions motivated Bellah et al. (1983) to claim that the social sciences are better described as a sort of moral inquiry. In this light the social sciences that intend to explain human action in a daily, concrete cultural context cannot be understood as a formulation of hypotheses and their confrontation with independent facts, for in this case the “facts” are lived-out experiences, mainly made up of the evolution of self-understanding and significance.
Experimental, correlational, qualitative and other methods can be very useful to identify configurations or let hidden reality emerge from the human experience and the world. However, such methods cannot remain the only explanations or “objective” descriptions to which our way of thinking is accustomed. Their importance and their significance is a function of a wider interpretative effort, to give meaning to the human situation, under the control of a perpetual dialogue.

So one important conclusion is that the interpretative approach is not an alternative substitute for rigorous empirical research; indeed it complements it; hermeneutic is a meta-theory that gives a better explanation for the applications and discoveries of empirical sciences, fully aware that the interpretations reached are never definitive or certain. The interpretative vision sits well with methodological pluralism. In other words, we can say that a fundamental point of the theory and research of the psychological and social sciences is the clarification of meaning according to which we live and is not limited to the pure and simple precise prevision, but is a critical use of it. Sometimes the theory and research confirm and validate lifestyles, but they always interpret anew the social styles of living and so can bring to light errors, inconsistencies and failures and promote a transformation of the life in the present.

The interpretation and understanding of daily life through dialogue implies an inevitable exercise of our evaluation, an application of lived life (Christopher et al., 2000). For this, Bernstein (1978) maintains that the social sciences should be at the same time empirical, interpretative and critical. The theory and research of the social sciences essentially contains ethical and political aspects and is a particular way of seeking justice, love and wisdom in the practice of daily life.

11. Conclusions

This article has shown the trend in medicine, faithful to its empirical research and the principles of naturalism, to move towards a method of care which involves in a dialogue the person asking to be cured. We have shown how health psychology is moving in a direction that seeks to have a similar scientific basis as medicine. Through a short overview of research we have shown how the psychological sciences, adopting a naturalistic medical vision are able to demonstrate results that are comparable to those of medicine for the success it obtains and which are better over the long term. Success is put under post-positivist criticism for the negative effects of naturalism on the conception of the person and on the social network of human community. A proposal is made to enrich it by adding on an interpretative approach as a meta-theory that can create enough space for the empirical scientific approach and enhance it by establishing boundaries to an exaggerated and fictitious objectivism and an uncontrolled subjectivism. Moreover, it introduces an interpretative encounter with each person’s historical experience and their links with tradition and culture, neutralising the pretences of absolute detachment from the great values of human life of the naturalistic approach and attributing the task of a moral hermeneutic debate to science.

Pio Scilligo PhD died on July 3rd 2009, after many years of making major contributions to the development of transactional analysis. This article is published posthumously because of its relevance to the aims of IJTAR to stimulate high quality research.
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